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“Banks under the traditional broker-dealer model are less willing to intermediate and hold risk
on their balance sheet. Instead, they are moving towards a more riskless type of business model,
where they get compensated for facilitating trades, often referred to as agency trading. Under this
regime, low and stable bid ask spreads are becoming less meaningful as a liquidity metric, given that
investors typically have to sacrifice immediacy and delay the trade until the broker-dealer has found
the other side of the market.”
Vasiliki Pachatouridi, BlackRock, “Addressing market liquidity: a broader perspective on today’s Euro corporate
bond market” [1]

Introduction

30 companies make up the index. To be included in the index,

In September 2017, Eurex launched the innovative EURO

corporate bonds have to be EUR-denominated, have a fixed

STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index Futures (CBIFs). [2]

or zero coupon, and been classified as investment grade

®

Based on the EURO STOXX 50 Corporate Bond Index [3],

(consolidated rating of BBB or higher) with at least fifteen

it is the world’s first exchange-traded corporate bond

months to maturity, measured from the respective rebal-

index derivative. With the new capital regulatory requirements

ancing date with a minimum outstanding of EUR 750 million.

reducing banks’ inventory of cash corporate bonds for

The index is calculated every minute in real time between

market-making purposes, the new Eurex EURO STOXX 50

9:00 and 17:15 CET. Index weights are calculated according

CBIF give both the buy side and the sell side a very capital-

to the market cap of the bonds, capped per issuer (20%)

efficient tool [4] as well as leveraged access to European

and by industry sector (40%).

corporate bond market beta while creating new opportunities
to generate alpha.

EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index –
an overview
STOXX launched the EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond
Index in April 2016. The index is based on the corporate
bond issuance of the companies that constitute the EURO
STOXX 50® Index. Currently, 270 corporate bonds from
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Diagram 1: EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index – an overview 1
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Weighted average bid yield to maturity

0.829

Weighted average bid duration

5.015

Weighted average bid modified duration

4.974

Weighted average bid convexity

0.400

Weighted average remaining time to maturity

5.416

Weighted average coupon

2.358

Diagram 2: Contract specifications
EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index Futures
Contract standard

EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index (price index, EUR), corporate bonds from companies
that are constituent of the EURO STOXX 50® index at the time of rebalancing.

Product code

FCBI

Contract value

EUR 1,000 per index point (about EUR 100,000 in notional)

Price quotation/ tick size / tick value

In points with two decimal places / 0.01 points = EUR 10

Contract months

The three nearest quarterly months of March, June, September and December cycle

Settlement

Cash settlement, payable on the first exchange day after following the expiration day

Last trading day

The third Friday of each maturity month if this is an exchange day at Eurex; otherwise
the exchange day immediately preceding that day; close of trading in the maturing futures
on the last trading day is 19:00 CET.

Final settlement day /expiration day

Final settlement day is the exchange day immediately following the last trading day.

Final settlement price

Based on EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index (price index, EUR) closing level
on the last trading day

Daily settlement price

Determined from the volume weighted average of all transactions during the minute before
17:15 CET (reference point), provided that more than 5 trades are transacted within this period.

Trading hours

Order book 08:00 – 19:00 CET
Off-book 08:00 – 19:00 CET (Eurex T7 Entry Services)

Market Making

09:00 – 17:15 CET

Block Trading

Allowed. Minimum Block Trade size: 100 lots

The Eurex EURO STOXX 50 CBIF is a cash-settled index

a CTD of the DBR 1.75% July 2022, i.e. just under five

future with quarterly expiry based on the EURO STOXX 50®

years, while the EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index

Corporate Bond Price Index. Currently, (see diagram 1,

has a weighted maturity of 5.41 years. The Euro-Bobl

page 2), at the timing of writing the underlying index had

Future/EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index Future

a weighted average duration of 4.97 years which translates

credit spread can be structured and executed off exchange

to a BPV of 0.0531 and a weighted time to maturity of

using Eurex’s T7® Trade Entry Services “Block Trade” [5]

5.41 years. Compare this to the December 2017 Euro-Bobl

and “Exchange for Physical (EFP) – FI facilities” [6 ].

Future CTD, currently the DBR 1.75% July 2022, of just

The EURO STOXX 50 CBIF has a minimum block trade size

under five years and a BPV for the December 2017 Euro-

of 100 contracts – so executing the CBIF via the Block Trade

Bobl Future of 0.06199. The Eurex EURO STOXX 50 CBIF

Service becomes the qualifying transaction against which

has a contract value (index futures price ⫻ EUR 1,000)

to execute the Eurex Euro-Bobl Future in the EFP-FI facility.

close to EUR 100,000 – similar to the notional value of EuroBobl Futures – and it has a minimum trade size of 100 lots

The Eurex Euro-Bobl Future / Corporate Bond Index Future

for the block trade facility to trade off exchange. As it has

credit spread trade should be structured in terms of the ratio

the structure of a standard Eurex index future, the EURO

of the BPV of the two respective contracts.

STOXX CBIF can be easily added to the existing risk and
trading infrastructure of the buy side and the sell side.

For example, assuming the BPV of the December 2017
Euro-Bobl Future is currently 0.06199, or EUR 61.99

Generating alpha

in monetary terms, and assuming a present BPV of the CBIF

The launch of the EURO STOXX 50 CBIF opens up a new

to be 0.0531, or EUR 53.10 in monetary terms, the BPV-

relative value alpha generating trading opportunity as a credit

weighted structure for the Euro-Bobl Future / EURO

trade (see diagram 3, page 4) for the EURO STOXX 50®

STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index Future credit spread trade

Corporate Bond Index versus Front Month Eurex Euro-Bobl

would be 1 Euro-Bobl Future : 1.17 EURO STOXX 50 CBIFs3.

Future). The maturities of the two contracts are very
similar – the December 2017 Euro-Bobl Future currently has

3

As yield levels change, so will values of BPV. Accordingly, the BPV ratio needs to be constantly managed and monitored.
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Diagram 3: Front month Euro-Bobl Future versus EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index
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Diagram 4: EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index versus EURO STOXX 50® Index
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Another alpha-generating trading opportunity exists

quickly and efficiently without disrupting the existing bond

as correlation trade of the EURO STOXX 50 CBIF versus

portfolio: For example, a fixed income fund manager

®

the Eurex EURO STOXX 50 Index Future (see diagram 4).

has a portfolio of European government bonds and wants
to decrease their exposure to five year French government

Eurex’s T7 Entry Services “Block Trade” and “EFP-index

bonds (OATs) and switch to an exposure in five year Euro-

facilities” [ 7 ] can be used to structure and execute

pean corporate bonds. By using a portfolio overlay strategy –

the Corporate Bond Index Future / EURO STOXX 50® Index

selling Eurex Euro-OAT Futures / buying Eurex CBIFs [ 8 ],

Future correlation trade off exchange. The minimun block

the portfolio manager is able to quickly switch the exposure

size for the CBIF is 100 lots – one can execute the EURO

from French short-term goverment bonds to a European

STOXX 50 CBIF on the block facility which then becomes

corporate bond exposure whilst leaving the existing port-

the qualifying transaction against which to execute the

folio intact (see diagram 5). Once the outperformance

EURO STOXX 50® Index Future on the EFP-index facility.

of corporate bonds is considered to be complete by the port-

To structure the EURO STOXX 50 CBIF / EURO STOXX 50®

folio manager, the long CBIF / short Euro-OAT Futures

Index Future spread, one approach would be a structure

overlay position is unwound.

in terms of the value of the price risk of the two respective
futures contracts.

Synthetic European corporate bond investment
and duration targeting /adjustment

For example, if the 20-day historical price volatility for

Eurex EURO STOXX 50 CBIF can also be used to create

the EURO STOXX 50 CBIF was 4% and for the EURO

a synthetic European corporate bond cash investment

STOXX 50® Index Future was 11%:

exposure with a specific duration target. Using the formula

EURO STOXX 50® Corporate Bond Index Future – value of
price volatility (20-day historical volatility) : 106.44 ⫻ 4% =

(Modified Duration ⫻ Investment ⫻ 0.0001) /
BPV Corporate Bond Index Future

4.2576 = EUR 4,257.6

will generate the appropriate position in Eurex EURO

EURO STOXX 50® Index Future – value of price volatility

bond cash investment exposure [ 9 ]. In addition, Eurex’ CBIF

STOXX 50 CBIF to create the synthetic European corporate
(20-day historical volatility) : 3,489.00 ⫻ 11% =

can be used to quickly change the duration of a European

383.79 = EUR 3,837.9

corporate bond portfolio by buying /selling Eurex CBIFs
to an existing European corporate bond portfolio. For example,

This would suggest a ratio of 1 EURO STOXX 50 CBIF :

looking at quickly increasing portfolio duration:

1.11 EURO STOXX 50 Index Futures.
®

(Target portfolio duration ⫻ Investment ⫻ 0.0001) –

Efficient portfolio management

(Current portfolio duration ⫻ Investment ⫻ 0.0001) /

The Eurex EURO STOXX 50 CBIF will also increase

BPV Eurex Corporate Bond Index Future.

the efficiency of fixed income (FI) portfolio management.
A fixed income portfolio manager will be able to change

This will generate the appropriate number of CBIFs required

the composition of his portfolio in European corporate bonds

to quickly increase duration within the portfolio.

Diagram 5: Portfolio overlay using Corporate Bond Index Futures
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Conclusion

trade and against the Eurex EURO STOXX 50® Index Future
®

Eurex’s innovative EURO STOXX 50 Corporate Bond Index

as a correlation trade. For banks’ corporate and credit desks,

Futures – the world’s first exchange-traded corporate

it offers a valuable hedging and trading vehicle at a time

bond futures contract – will give asset managers an efficient

when banks’ holdings of corporate bonds have declined

leveraged access to European corporate bond market beta

due to the new regulatory capital requirements.

in terms of portfolio overlay and allow them to quickly add
and subtract European corporate bond exposure to a multi-

CBIFs are a versatile, innovative new exchange-traded

asset /GTAA portfolio. For relative value hedge funds,

derivatives instrument that meets the needs of a range

the Eurex CBIF opens up new alpha generating opportunities

of market participants in the new regulatory capital and

in trading CBIFs versus Eurex’ Euro-Bobl Future as a credit

market infrastructure environment.
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